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ABSTRACT
The design of building heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system is critically important, as it accounts for around half
of building energy consumption and directly affects occupant com-
fort, productivity, and health. Traditional HVAC control methods
are typically based on creating explicit physical models for building
thermal dynamics, which often require significant effort to develop
and are difficult to achieve sufficient accuracy and efficiency for
runtime building control and scalability for field implementations.
Recently, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has emerged as a
promising data-driven method that provides good control perfor-
mance without analyzing physical models at runtime. However,
a major challenge to DRL (and many other data-driven learning
methods) is the long training time it takes to reach the desired
performance. In this work, we present a novel transfer learning
based approach to overcome this challenge. Our approach can ef-
fectively transfer a DRL-based HVAC controller trained for the
source building to a controller for the target building with minimal
effort and improved performance, by decomposing the design of
neural network controller into a transferable front-end network
that captures building-agnostic behavior and a back-end network
that can be efficiently trained for each specific building. We con-
ducted experiments on a variety of transfer scenarios between
buildings with different sizes, numbers of thermal zones, materials
and layouts, air conditioner types, and ambient weather conditions.
The experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of our
approach in significantly reducing the training time, energy cost,
and temperature violations.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Reinforcement learning; •
Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber -
physical systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The building stock accounts for around 40% of the annual energy
consumption in the United States, and nearly half of the building en-
ergy is consumed by the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system [26]. On the other hand, average Americans spend
approximately 87% of their time indoors [15], where the operation
of HVAC system has a significant impact on their comfort, produc-
tivity, and health. Thus, it is critically important to design HVAC
control systems that are both energy efficient and able to maintain
the desired temperature and indoor air quality for occupants.
In the literature, there is an extensive body of work address-
ing the control design of building HVAC systems [20, 27, 30, 33].
Most of them usemodel-based approaches that create simplified
physical models to capture building thermal dynamics for efficient
HVAC control. For instance, resistor-capacitor (RC) networks are
used for modeling building thermal dynamics in [20–22], and linear-
quadratic regulator (LQR) or model predictive control (MPC) based
approaches are developed accordingly for efficient runtime control.
However, creating a simplified yet sufficiently-accurate physical
model for runtime HVAC control is often difficult, as building room
air temperature is complexly affected by a number of factors, in-
cluding building layout, structure, construction and materials, sur-
rounding environment (e.g., ambient temperature, humidity, and
solar radiation), internal heat generation from occupants, lighting,
and appliances, etc. Moreover, it takes significant effort and time
to develop explicit physical models, find the right parameters, and
update the models over the building lifecycle [28].
The drawbacks of model-based approaches have motivated the
development of data-driven HVAC control methods that do not
rely on analyzing physical models at runtime but rather directly
making the decisions based on input data. A number of data-driven
methods such as reinforcement learning (RL) have been proposed
in the literature, including more traditional methods that leverage
the classical Q-learning techniques and perform optimization based
on a tabular Q value function [2, 16, 25], earlier works that utilize
neural networks [4, 7], andmore recent deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) methods [8, 9, 17, 24, 29, 36, 37]. In particular, the DRL-based
methods leverage deep neural networks for estimating theQ values
associated with state-action pairs and are able to handle larger state
space than traditional RL methods [28]. They have emerged as a
promising solution that offers good HVAC control performance
without analyzing physical models at runtime.
However, there are major challenges in deploying DRL-based
methods in practice. Given the complexity of modern buildings, it
could take a significant amount of training for DRL models to reach
the desired performance. For instance, around 50 to 100 months
of data are needed for training the models in [28, 29] and 4000+
months of data are used for more complex models [9, 34] – even if
this could be drastically reduced to a few months or weeks, directly
deploying DRL models on operational buildings and taking so long
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before getting the desired performance is impractical. The works
in [28, 29] thus propose to first use detailed and accurate physical
models (e.g., EnergyPlus [5]) for offline simulation-based training
before the deployment. While such an approach can speed up the
training process, it still requires the development and update of
detailed physical models, which as stated above needs significant
domain expertise, effort, and time.
To address the challenges in DRL training for HVAC control,
we propose a transfer learning based approach in this paper, to
utilize existing models (that had been trained for old buildings) in
the development of DRL methods for new buildings. This is not
a straightforward process, however. Different buildings may have
different sizes, numbers of thermal zones, materials and layouts,
HVAC equipment, and operate under different ambient weather
conditions. As shown later in the experiments, directly transferring
models between such different buildings is not effective. In the
literature, there are few works that have explored transfer learning
for buildings. In [3], a building temperature and humidity prediction
model is learned from supervised learning, and transferred to new
buildings with further tuning and utilized in a model predictive
control (MPC) algorithm. The work in [18] investigates the transfer
of Q-learning for building HVAC control under different weather
conditions and with different room sizes, but it is limited to single-
room buildings. The usage of Q-table in conventional Q-learning
also leads to limited memory for state-action pairs and makes it
unsuitable for complex buildings.
Our work addresses the limitations in the literature, and develops
for the first time a Deep Q-Network (DQN) based transfer learning
approach for multiple-zone buildings. Our approach avoids the
development of physical models, significantly reduces the DRL
training time via transfer learning, and is able to reduce energy
cost while maintaining room temperatures within desired bounds.
More specifically, our work makes the following contributions:
• We propose a novel transfer learning approach that decom-
poses the design of neural network based HVAC controller into
two (sub-)networks. The front-end network captures building-
agnostic behavior and can be directly transferred, while the
back-end network can be efficiently trained for each specific
building in an offline supervised manner by leveraging data from
existing controllers (e.g., simple on-off controller).
• Our approach requires little to no further tuning of the trans-
ferred DRLmodel after it is deployed in the new building, thanks
to the two-subnetwork design and the offline supervised training
of the back-end network. This avoids the initial cold start period
where the HVAC control may be unstable and unpredictable.
• We have performed a number of experiments for evaluating
the effectiveness of our approach under various scenarios. The
results demonstrate that our approach can effectively transfer be-
tween buildings with different sizes, numbers of thermal zones,
materials and layouts, and HVAC equipment, as well as under dif-
ferent weather conditions in certain cases. Our approach could
enable fast deployment of DRL-based HVAC control with little
training time after transfer, and reduce building energy cost
with minimal violation of temperature constraints.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides a more detailed review of related work. Section 3 presents
our approach, including the design of two networks and the cor-
responding training methods. Section 4 shows the experiments
for different transfer scenarios and other related ablation studies.
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 RELATEDWORK
Model-based and Data-driven HVAC Control. There is a rich
literature in HVAC control design, where the approaches can gener-
ally fall into two main categories, i.e., model-based and data-driven.
Traditional model-based HVAC control approaches typically
build explicit physical models for the controlled buildings and their
surrounding environment, and then design control algorithms ac-
cordingly [20, 27]. For instance, the work in [19] presents a nonlin-
ear model for the overall cooling system, which includes chillers,
cooling towers and thermal storage tanks, and then develops an
MPC-based approach for reducing building energy consumption.
The work in [20] models the building thermal dynamics as RC
networks, calibrates the model based on historical data, and then
presents a tracking LQR approach for HVAC control. Similar sim-
plified models have been utilized in other works [21, 22, 30] for
HVAC control and for co-scheduling HVAC operation with other
energy demands and power supplies. While being efficient, these
simplified models often do not provide sufficient accuracy for effec-
tive runtime control, given the complex relation between building
room air temperature and various factors of the building itself (e.g.,
layout, structure, construction and materials), its surrounding envi-
ronment (e.g., ambient temperature, humidity, solar radiation), and
internal operation (e.g., heat generation from occupants, lighting
and appliances). More accurate physical models can be built and
simulated with tools such as EnergyPlus [5], but those models are
typically too complex to be used for runtime control.
Data-driven approaches have thus emerged in recent years due
to their advantages of not requiring explicit physical models at
runtime. These approaches often leverage various machine learn-
ing techniques, in particular reinforcement learning. For instance,
in [29, 37], DRL is applied to building HVAC control and an Energy-
Plus model is leveraged for simulation-based offline training of DRL.
In [8, 36], DRL approaches leveraging the actor-critic methods are
applied. The works in [9, 24] use data-driven methods to approx-
imate/learn the energy consumption and occupants’ satisfaction
under different thermal conditions, and then apply DRL to learn
an end-to-end HVAC control policy. These DRL-based methods
are shown to be effective at reducing energy cost and maintain-
ing desired temperature, and are sufficiently efficient at runtime.
However, they often take a long training time to reach the desired
performance, needing dozens and hundreds of months of data for
training [28, 29] or even longer [9, 34]. Directly deploying them
in real buildings for such long training process is obviously not
practical. Leveraging tools such as EnergyPlus for offline simulation-
based training can mitigate this issue, but again incurs the need for
the expensive and sometimes error-prone process of developing
accurate physical models (needed for simulation in this case). These
challenges have motivated this work to develop a transfer learning
approach for efficient and effective DRL control of HVAC systems.
Transfer Learning for HVAC control. There are few works that
have explored transfer learning in buildings HVAC control. In [18],
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transfer learning of a Q-learning agent is studied, however only
a single room (thermal zone) is considered. The usage of a tabu-
lar table for each state-action pair in the traditional Q-learning in
fact limits the approach’s capability to handle high-dimensional
data. In [3], a neural network model for predicting temperature
and humidity is learned in a supervised manner and transferred
to new buildings for MPC-based control. The approach also fo-
cuses on single-zone buildings and requires further tuning after the
deployment of the controller.
Different from these earlier work in transfer learning for HVAC
control, our approach addresses multi-zone buildings and considers
transfer between buildings with different sizes, number of ther-
mal zones, layouts and materials, HVAC equipment, and ambient
weather conditions. It also requires little to no further tuning after
the transfer. This is achieved with a novel DRL controller design
with two sub-networks and the corresponding training methods.
Transfer Learning in DRL. Since our approach considers transfer
learning for DRL, it is worth to note some of the work in DRL-based
transfer learning for other domains [1, 6, 11, 35]. For instance,
in [11], the distribution of optimal trajectories across similar robots
is matched for transfer learning in robotics. In [1], an environment
randomization approach is proposed, where DRL agents trained
in simulation with a large number of generated environments can
be successfully transferred to their real-world applications. To the
best of our knowledge, our work is the first to propose DRL-based
transfer learning for multi-zone building HVAC control. It addresses
the unique challenges in building domain, e.g., designing a novel
two-subnetwork controller to avoid the complexity and cost of
creating accurate physical models for simulation.
3 OUR APPROACH
We present our transfer learning approach in this section, including
the design of the two-subnetwork controller and the training pro-
cess. Section 3.1 introduces the system model. Section 3.2 provides
an overview of our methodology. Section 3.3 presents the design
of the building-agnostic front-end (sub-)network, and Section 3.4
explains the design of the building-specific back-end (sub-)network.
3.1 System Model
The goal of our work is to build a transferable HVAC control system
that can maintain comfortable room air temperature within desired
bounds while reducing the energy cost. We adopt a building model
that is similar to the one used in [29], ann-zone building model with
a variable air volume (VAV) HVAC system. The system provides
conditioned air at a flow rate chosen fromm discrete levels. Thus,
the entire action space for the n-zone controller can be described as
A = {a1, a2, · · · , an}, (1)
where ai(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is chosen fromm VAV levels { f1, f2, · · · , fm }.
Note that the size of the action space (mn ) increases exponentially
with respect to the number of thermal zones n, which presents
significant challenge to DRL control for larger buildings.We address
this challenge in the design of our two-subnetwork DRL controller
by avoiding setting the size of the neural network action output
layer tomn . This will be explained further later.
The DRL action is determined by the current system state. In
our model, the system state includes the current physical time t ,
inside state Sin , and outside environment state Sout . The inside
state Sin includes the temperature of each thermal zone, denoted as
{T1,T2, · · · ,Tn }. The outside environment state Sout includes the
ambient temperature and the solar irradiance (radiation intensity).
Similar to [29], to improve DRL performance, Sout not only includes
the current values of the ambient temperatureT iout and the solar ir-
radiance Suniout , but also their weather forecast values for the next
three days. Thus, the outside environment state is denoted as Sout =
{T 0out ,T 1out ,T 2out ,T 3out , Sun0out , Sun1out , Sun2out , Sun3out }. Our cur-
rent model does not consider internal heat generation from occu-
pants, a limitation that we plan to address in future work.
3.2 Methodology Overview
We started our work by considering whether it is possible to di-
rectly transfer a well-trained DQN model for a single-zone source
building to every zone of a target multiple-zone building. However,
based on our experiments (shown later in Table 2 of Section 4),
such straightforward approach is not effective at all, leading to
significant temperature violations. This is perhaps not surprising.
In DQN-based reinforcement learning, a neural network Q maps
the input I = {I1, I2, · · · , In }, where Ii is the state for each zone i ,
to the control action output A. The network Q is optimized based
on a reward function that considers energy cost and temperature
violation. Through training, Q learns a control strategy that incor-
porates the consideration of building thermal dynamics, including
the building-specific characteristics. Directly applying Q to a new
target building, which may have totally different characteristics
and dynamics, will not be effective.
Thus, our approach designs a novel architecture that includes
two sub-networks, with an intermediate state ∆T that indicates a
predictive value of the controller’s willingness to change the indoor
temperature. The front-end network Q maps the inputs I to the
intermediate state ∆T . It is trained to capture the building-agnostic
part of the control strategy, and is directly transferable. The back-
end network then maps ∆T , together with I , to the control action
output A. It is trained to capture the building-specific part of the
control, and can be viewed as an inverse building network F−1. An
overview of our approach is illustrated in Figure 1.
3.3 Front-end Building-agnostic Network
Design and Training
We introduce the design of our front-end networkQ and its training
in this section. Q is composed of n (sub-)networks itself, where
where n is the number of building thermal zones. Each zone in
the building model has its corresponding sub-network, and all sub-
networks share their weights. In each sub-network for thermal zone
i , the input layer accepts state Ii . It is followed by L sequentially-
connected fully-connected layers (the exact number of neurons is
presented later in Table 1 of Section 4). Rather than directly giving
the control action likelihood vector, the network’s output layer
reflects a planned temperature change value ∆Ti for each zone.
More specifically, the output of the last layer is designed as a
vectorO∆Ti of length h + 2 in one-hot representation – the planned
temperature changing range is equally divided into h intervals
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Figure 1:Overview of ourDRL-based transfer learning approach forHVAC control.We design a novel DQN architecture that includes two sub-
networks: A front-end network Q captures the building-agnostic part of the control as much as possible, while a back-end network (inverse
building network) F−1 captures the building-specific behavior. At each control step, the front-end networkQ maps the current system state I to
an intermediate state ∆T . Then, the back-end network F−1 maps ∆T , together with I , to the control action outputs A. During transfer learning
from a source building to a target building, the front-end network Q is directly transferable. The back-end network F−1 can be trained in a
supervised manner, with data collected from an existing controller (e.g., a simple ON-OFF controller). Experiments have shown that around
two weeks of data is sufficient for such supervised training of F−1. If it is a brand new building without any existing controller, we can deploy
a simple ON-OFF controller for two weeks in a “warm-up” process. During this process, the ON-OFF controller can maintain the temperature
within the desired bounds (albeit with higher cost), and collect data that captures the building-specific behavior for training F−1.
within a predefined temperature range of [−b,b] and two intervals
outside of that range are also considered. The relationship of the
planned temperature change value ∆Ti of zone i and the output
vector O∆Ti is as follows:
O∆Ti =

< 1, 0, · · · , 0 >, ∆Ti ≤ −b,
< 0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0 >, −b < ∆Ti < b,
the posit ion of 1 is at ( ⌊∆Ti /(2b/h)⌋))
< 0, · · · , 0, 1 >, ∆Ti ≥ b .
(2)
Then, for the entire front-end network Q , the combined input is
I = {I1, I2, · · · , In }, and the combined output is
O∆T = {O∆T1 ,O∆T2 , · · · ,O∆Tn }. (3)
It is worth noting that if we had designed the front-end network
in standard deep Q-learning model [23], it would take I as the
network’s input, pass it through several fully-connected layers,
and output the selection among an action space that has a size of
(h + 2)n (as there are n zones, and each has h + 2 possible actions).
The standard deep Q-learning model also needs an equal number
of neurons for the last layer, which is not affordable when the
number of zones gets large. Instead in our design, the last layer of
the front-end network Q has its size reduced to (h + 2) ∗ n, which
can be further reduced to (h + 2) with the following weight-sharing
technique.
We decide to let the n sub-networks of Q share their weights
during training. One benefit of this design is that it enables trans-
ferring the front-end network for a n-zone source building to a
targetm-zone building, wherem could be different from n. It also
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reduces the training load by lowering the number of parameters.
Such design performs well in our experiments.
Our front-end network Q is trained with the standard deep Q-
learning techniques [23]. Note that while the output action forQ is
the planned temperature change vector O∆T , the training process
uses a dynamic reward Rt that depends on the eventual action
(i.e., output of network F−1), which will be introduced later in
Section 3.4.
Specifically, the training of the front-end network Q follows the
Algorithm 1 (the hyper-parameters used are listed later in Table 1
of Section 4). First, we initialize Q by following the weights initial-
ization method described in [12] and copy its weights to the target
network Q ′ (target network Q ′ is a technique in deep Q-learning
that used for improving performance.). The back-end network F−1
is initialized following the Algorithm 2 (introduced later in Sec-
tion 3.4). We also empty the replay buffer and set the exploration
rate ϵ to 1.
At each control instant t during a training epoch, we obtain the
current system state Scur = (t , Sin , Sout ) and calculate the cur-
rent reward Rt . We then collect the learning samples (experience)
(Spre , Scur , ∆T , A, R) and store them in the replay buffer. In the
following learning-related operations, we first sample a data batch
M = (Spr ime ,Snext , , ) from the replay buffer, and calculate the
actual temperature change value ∆Ta from Spr ime and Snext .
Then, we get the planned temperature change value from the back-
end network F−1, i.e., p = F−1(∆Ta ,Spr ime ). In this way, the cross
entropy loss can be calculated from the true label and the predicted
label p . We then use supervised learning to update the back-end
network F−1 with the Adam optimizer [14] under learning rate lr2.
We follow the same procedure as described in [23] to calculate
the target vector v that is used in deep Q-learning. With target
vector v and input state Spr ime , we can then train Q using the
back-propagation method [10] with mean squared error loss and
learning rate lr1. With a period of ∆nt , we assign the weights of
Q to the target network Q ′ . The exploration rate is updated as
ϵ = max{ϵlow , ϵ −∆ϵ}. It is used for ϵ−greedy policy to select each
planned temperature change value ∆Ti :
∆Ti = {
arдmax O∆Ti with probability 1 − ϵ,
random(0 to h + 1) with probability ϵ . (4)
∆T = {∆T1,∆T2, · · · ,∆Tn }. (5)
The control action A is obtained from the back-end network:
A = F−1(∆T , Scur ). (6)
3.4 Back-end Building-specific Network Design
and Training
The objective of the back-end network is to map the planned tem-
perature change vectorO∆T (or ∆T ), together with the system state
I , into the control action A. Consider that during operation, a build-
ing environment “maps” the control action and system state to the
actual temperature change value. So in a way, the back-end network
can be viewed as doing the inverse of what a building environment
does, i.e., it can be viewed as an inverse building network F−1.
The network F−1 receives the planned temperature change value
∆T and the system state I at its input layer. It is followed by
Algorithm 1 Training of front-end network Q
1: ep : the number of training epochs
2: ∆ct : the control period
3: tMAX : the maximum training time of an epoch
4: ∆nt : the time interval to update target network
5: Empty replay buffer
6: Initialize Q ; set the weights of target network Q ′ = Q ; initialize F−1
based on Algorithm 2
7: Initialize the current planned temperature change vector ∆T
8: Initialize previous state Spre
9: Initialize exploration rate ϵ
10: for Epoch = 1 to ep do
11: for t = 0 to tMAX , t += ∆ct do
12: Scur ← (t , Sin , Sout )
13: Calculate reward R
14: Add experience (Spre , Scur , ∆T , A, R) to the replay buffer
15: for tr = 0 to LMAX do
16: Sample a batch M = (Spr ime , Snext , , )
17: Calculate actual temperature change value ∆Ta
18: Predicted label p = F−1(∆Ta, Spr ime )
19: Set loss L = CrossEntropyLoss(p, )
20: Update F−1 with loss L and learning rate lr2
21: Target ← target network Q ′ (Spr ime )
22: Train network Q withSpr ime and
23: end for
24: if t mod ∆nt == 0 then
25: Update target network Q ′
26: end if
27: O∆T = Q (Scur )
28: Update exploration rate ϵ
29: Update each ∆Ti follows ϵ−greedy policy
30: ∆T =< ∆T1, ∆T2, · · · , ∆Tn >
31: Control action A← F−1(∆T , Scur )
32: Spre = Scur
33: end for
34: end for
L
′ fully-connected layers (exact number for experimentation is
specified in Table 1 of Section 4). It outputs a likelihood control
action vector OA = {v1,v2, · · · ,vn }, which can be divided into
n groups. For group i , it has a one-hot vector vi corresponding
to the control action for zone i . The length of vi is m, as there
are m possible control actions for each zone as defined earlier.
When OA is provided, control action A can be easily calculated
by applying argmax operation for each group in OA, i.e., A =
{arдmax{v1},arдmax{v2}, · · · ,arдmax{vn }}.
The network F−1 is integrated with the reward function Rt :
Rt = wcostR_cost t +wvioR_viot , (7)
where R_cost t is the reward of energy cost at time step t andwcost
is the corresponding scaling factor. R_viot is the reward of zone
temperature violation at time step t andwvio is its scaling factor.
The two rewards are further defined as:
R_cost t = − cost(F−1(∆T t−1), t − 1). (8)
R_viot = −
n∑
i=1
max(T it −Tupper , 0) +max(Tlower −T it , 0). (9)
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Here, cost(, ) is a function that calculates the energy cost within a
control period according to the local electricity price that changes
over time. ∆T t−1 is the planned temperature change value at time
t − 1. T it is the zone i temperature at time t . Tupper and Tlower
are the comfortable temperature upper bound and lower bound,
respectively.
As stated before, F−1 can be trained in a supervised manner.
We could also directly deploy our DRL controller, with transferred
front-end networkQ and an initially-randomized back-end network
F−1; but we have found that leveraging data collected from the ex-
isting controller of the target building for offline supervise learning
of F−1 before deployment can provide significantly better results
than starting with a random F−1. This is because the data from
the existing controller provides insights into the building-specific
behavior, which after all is what F−1 is for. In our experiments, we
have found that a simple existing controller such as the ON-OFF
controller with two weeks of data can already be very effective
for helping training F−1. Note that such supervised training of F−1
does not require the front-end network Q , which means F−1 could
be well-trained and ready for use beforeQ is trained and transferred.
In the case that the target building is brand new and there is no
existing controller, we can deploy a simple ON-OFF controller for
collecting such data in a warm-up process (Figure 1). While such
ON-OFF controller typically consumes significantly higher energy,
it can effectively maintain the room temperature within desired
bounds, which means the building could already be in use during
this period. Once F−1 is trained, the DRL controller can replace the
ON-OFF controller in operation.
Algorithm 2 shows the detailed process for the training of F−1.
Note that the initialization of F−1 in this algorithm also follows
the weights initialization method described in [12]. We also aug-
ment the collected training data to ensure the boundary condition.
The augmenting data is created by copying all samples from the
collected data and set temperature change value ∆T to the lowest
level (< −b) while setting all control actions to the maximum level.
Once the front-end network Q is trained as in Algorithm 1 and
the back-end network F−1 is trained as in Algorithm 2, our trans-
ferred DRL controller is ready to be deployed and can operate as
described in Algorithm 3. Note that we could further fine-tune our
DRL controller during the operation. This can be done by enabling
a fine-tuning procedure that is similar to the Algorithm 1. The
difference is that instead of initializing the Q-networkQ using [12],
we copy transferred Q-network weights from the source building
to the target building’s front-end network Q and its corresponding
target network Q ′ . And we set ϵ = 0, ϵlow = 0, and LMAX to 3
instead of 1. Other operations remain the same as in Algorithm 1.
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Experiment Settings
All experiments are conducted on a server running the Ubuntu
18.04 LTS system, equipped with a 2.10GHz CPU (Intel Xeon(R)
Gold 6130), 64GB RAM, and an NVIDIA TITAN RTX GPU card.
The learning algorithms are implemented in the PyTorch learning
framework. The Adam optimizer [14] is used to optimize both front-
end networks and back-end networks. The DRL hyper-parameter
settings are shown in Table 1.
Algorithm 2 Training of back-end network F−1
1: epF : the number of training epochs
2: ∆ct : the control period
3: t
′
MAX : the maximum data collection time
4: Initialize previous state Spre
5: Initialize F−1
6: Empty database M and dataset D
7: for t = 0 to tMAX , t += ∆ct do
8: Scur ← (t , Sin , Sour )
9: Control action A← run ON-OFF controller on Scur
10: Spre = Scur
11: Add sample (Scur , Spre , A) to database M
12: end for
13: for each sample u=(Scur , Spre , a) in M do
14: ∆Ta ← calculate temperature difference in (Scur , Spre )
15: Add sample v = (∆Ta, Spre , a) to dataset D
16: end for
17: for each sample u=(Scur , Spre , a) in M do
18: ∆Ta ← lowest level
19: a
′ ← maximum air condition level
20: Add sample v = (∆Ta, Spre , a′ ) to dataset D
21: end for
22: for Epoch = 1 to epF do
23: for each training batch of (∆Ta, Spre , a) in dataset D do
24: network inputs = (∆Ta, Spre )
25: corresponding labels = (a)
26: Train network F−1
27: end for
28: end for
29: Return F−1
Algorithm 3 Running of our proposed approach
1: ∆ct : the control period
2: tMAX : the maximum testing time
3: Initialize the weights ofQ with the front-end network transferred from
the source building (see Figure 1)
4: Initialize the weights of F−1 with weights learned using Algorithm 2
5: for t = 0 to tMAX , t += ∆ct do
6: Scur ← (t , Sin , Sout )
7: ∆T ← arдmax Q (Scur )
8: Control action A← F−1(∆T , Scur )
9: end for
To accurately evaluate our approach, we leverage the build-
ing simulation tool EnergyPlus [5]. Note that EnergyPlus here
is only used for evaluation purpose, in place of real buildings. Dur-
ing the practical application of our approach, EnergyPlus is not
needed. This is different from some of the approaches in the litera-
ture [28, 29], where EnergyPlus is needed for offline training before
deployment and hence accurate and expensive physical models
have to be developed.
In our experiments, simulation models in EnergyPlus interact
with the learning algorithmswritten in Python through the Building
Controls Virtual Test Bed (BCVTB) [31]. We simulate the building
models with the weather data obtained from the Typical Meteoro-
logical Year 3 database [32], and choose the summer weather data in
August (each training epoch contains one-month data). Apart from
the weather transferring experiments, all other experiments are
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
Front-end
network layers
[10,128,256,
256,256,400,22]
Back-end
network layers
[22*n,128,256,
256,128,m*n]
b 2 h 20
lr1 0.0003 ep 150
lr2 0.0001 epF 15
LMAX 1 wcost 11000
ep 150 wv io 11600
Tlower 19 Tupper 24
∆nt 240*15 min ∆ct 15 min
t
′
MAX 2 weeks tMAX 1 month
ϵlow 0.1
Table 1: Hyper-parameters used in our experiments.
based on the weather data collected in Riverside, California, where
the ambient weather changes more drastically and thus presents
more challenges to the HVAC controller. Different building types
are used in our experiments, including one-zone building (simpli-
fied as 1-zone 1), four-zone building 1 (4-zone 1), four-zone building
2 (4-zone 2), four-zone building 3 (4-zone 3), five-zone building 1
(5-zone 1), seven-zone building 1 (7-zone 1). These models are visu-
alized in Figure 2. In addition, the conditioned air temperature sent
from the VAV HVAC system is set to 10 ℃.
The symbols used in the result tables are explained as follows.
θi denotes the temperature violation rate in the thermal zone i . Aθ
and Mθ represent the average temperature violation rate across all
zones and the maximum temperature violation rate across all zones,
respectively. µi denotes the maximum temperature violation value
for zone i , measured in℃. Mµ and Aµ are the maximum and average
maximum temperature violation value across all zones, respectively.
EP represents the training epochs that have been done. The sym-
bol 2 denotes whether all the temperature violation rates across
all zones are less than 5%. If it is true, it is marked as✓, otherwise,
it is × (which is typically not acceptable for HVAC control).
Before reporting the main part of our results, we want to show
that simply transferring a well-trained DQNmodel for a single-zone
source building to every zone of a target multi-zone building may
not yield good results, as discussed in Section 3.2. Here as shown in
Table 2, a DQN model trained for 1-zone building 1 works well for
itself, but when being transferred directly to every zone of 4-zone
building 2, there are significant temperature violations. This shows
that a more sophisticated approach such as ours is needed. The
following sections will show the results of our approach and its
comparison with other methods.
4.2 Transfer from n-zone to n-zone with
different materials/layouts
In this section, we conduct experiments on the building HVAC
controller transfer with different 4-zone buildings that have differ-
ent materials and layouts. As shown in Figure 2, 4-zone building 1
and 4-zone building 2 have different structures, and they also have
different wall materials in each zone with different heat capacities.
Table 3 first shows the direct training results on 4-zone building 1,
and the main transferring results are presented in Table 4.
The direct training outcome by baselines and our approach are
shown in Table 3. The results include ON-OFF control, Deep Q-
network (DQN) control described in [29] (which assigns an indi-
vidual DQN model for each zone in the building and train them
for 100 epochs, 1 months data for each epoch), DQN ∗(standard
deep Q learning method withmn selections in the last layer[13]),
DQN ∗T (transfer a well trained DQN
∗ model on 4-zone building
1 to target building) as well as the direct training result of our
method without transferring. Moreover, The selected training times
of DQN [29] are 50, 100 (claimed in their paper), 150 training epochs
(months). DQN ∗ shows a little higher cost and violation rate com-
pared to DQN [29] after 150 training epochs. Our approach with
Algorithm 1(not transferred) achieves lowest violation rate com-
pared to all other baselines after 150 epochs training while the cost
is not too much (we notice the cost is a little higher than DQN and
DQN ∗, it is because, our methods can reach lower violation rate
that close to zero, and the cost would be higher as a trade-off). All
learning methods show their great energy efficiency compared to
ON-OFF control.
Table 4 contains the main results for our transfer learning ap-
proach, and it shows the performance of 4-zone building 2 and
4-zone building 3. With training 150 epochs on 4-zone building 2,
DQN and DQN ∗ provide low violation rate and lower cost than
ON-OFF control. If transferring a well-trained model from 4-zone
building 1 to 4-zone building 2, DQN cannot handle this task, and
DQN ∗T shows high violation rate on the new building, while our
method can reach extreme low-temperature violation rate and still
have a low energy cost without any fine-tune training after transfer-
ring from 4-zone building 1. Besides, after fine-tuning for 1 epoch
after transferring, our method can maintain a low violation rate
while further reduce the energy cost. More studies on fine-tuning
can be found in Section 4.5. And a similar result is found on trans-
ferring from 4-zone building 1 to 4-zone building 3.
4.3 Transfer from n-zone to m-zone
Transferring from n-zone building to m-zone building also needs
well consideration, as most of the large buildings do not have the
same number of zones, and the simulation of building with a large
number of zones also quite slow. This is a difficult task because
the information about the relationship between the zones should
not be transferred. Besides, the input and output dimensions are
different, which is a big challenge for DRL network design. Here,
we conduct an experiment for transferring 4-zone building HVAC
controller (trained on 4-zone building 1) to a new 5-zone building
(5-zone building 1) or a new 7-zone building (7-zone building 1).
And the result is presented in Table 5. Here we didn’t use DQN ∗
because mn action space is too large in DQN ∗ for higher zone
numbers, the violation rate doesn’t go down even after 150 training
epochs. As for DQN [29], it cannot have a low violation rate after
many training epochs. Our method, however, can achieve both a
low violation rate and a low energy cost after transferring without
further training.
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Figure 2: Different building models used in our experiments. From left to right, the building models are one-zone building,
four-zone building 1, four-zone building 2 , four-zone building 3, five-zone building 1, seven zone building 1.
Source building Target building θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 µ1 µ2 µ3 µ4 2 Cost
1-zone 1 1-zone 1 1.62% - - - 1.11 - - - ✓ 248.43
1-zone 1 4-zone 2 1.88% 9.43% 10.19% 14.07% 0.44 0.97 1.04 1.17 × 308.13
Table 2: This table shows the experiment that transfers a single-zone DQNmodel (trained on 1-zone building 1) to every zone
of a 4-zone building. The high violation rate shows that such a straightforward scheme may not yield good results and more
sophisticated methods such as ours are needed.
Method Building EP θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 µ1 µ2 µ3 µ4 2 Cost
ON-OFF 4-zone 1 0 0.08% 0.08% 0.23% 0.19% 0.01 0.03 0.08 0.08 ✓ 329.56
DQN[29] 4-zone 1 50 1.21% 22.72% 9.47% 20.66% 0.68 2.46 1.61 2.07 × 245.08
DQN[29] 4-zone 1 100 0.0% 0.53% 0.05% 0.93% 0.0 0.46 0.40 1.09 ✓ 292.91
DQN[29] 4-zone 1 150 0.0% 0.95% 0.03% 1.59% 0.0 0.52 0.17 1.17 ✓ 278.32
DQN ∗ 4-zone 1 150 1.74% 2.81% 1.80% 2.76% 0.45 0.79 1.08 1.22 ✓ 289.09
Ours 4-zone 1 150 0.0% 0.04% 0.0% 0.03% 0.0 0.33 0.0 0.11 ✓ 297.42
Table 3: Results of different methods on 4-zone building 1. Apart from the ON-OFF control, all others are the training results
without transferring. The training model in the last row will be used as the transfer model to other buildings in our method.
Method Building EP θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 µ1 µ2 µ3 µ4 2 Cost
ON-OFF 4-zone 2 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.02% 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.46 ✓ 373.78
DQN[29] 4-zone 2 50 0.83% 49.22% 46.75% 60.48% 0.74 2.93 3.18 3.39 × 258.85
DQN[29] 4-zone 2 100 0.0% 1.67% 1.23% 3.58% 0.0 0.92 0.77 1.62 ✓ 352.13
DQN[29] 4-zone 2 150 0.0% 2.52% 1.67% 4.84% 0.0 1.64 1.56 1.61 ✓ 337.33
DQN ∗ 4-zone 2 150 1.16% 2.71% 2.17% 6.44% 0.61 1.11 0.77 1.11 × 323.72
DQN ∗T 4-zone 2 0 12.35% 19.10% 10.39% 23.59% 2.47 4.67 2.27 5.22 × 288.73
Ours 4-zone 2 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.07% 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.88 ✓ 338.45
Ours 4-zone 2 1 0.09% 3.44% 1.91% 4.06% 0.33 1.04 0.96 1.35 ✓ 297.03
ON-OFF 4-zone 3 0 0.0% 0.19% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0 0.02 0.0 0.0 ✓ 360.74
DQN[29] 4-zone 3 50 0.68% 47.21% 44.61% 56.19% 0.74 3.15 2.92 3.60 × 267.29
DQN[29] 4-zone 3 100 0.34% 2.53% 2.21% 5.59% 0.01 1.18 0.85 1.18 × 342.08
DQN[29] 4-zone 3 150 0.0% 1.55% 1.68% 3.79% 0.0 1.09 1.18 1.51 ✓ 334.89
DQN ∗ 4-zone 3 150 7.09% 13.85% 2.87% 2.16% 1.26 1.48 1.42 1.01 × 316.93
DQN ∗T 4-zone 3 0 13.31% 8.11% 3.18% 0.66% 1.25 3.48 2.27 0.69 × 294.23
Ours 4-zone 3 0 0.0% 0.28% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0 0.37 0.0 0.0 ✓ 340.40
Ours 4-zone 3 1 0.23% 2.74% 0.04% 0.13% 0.34 1.73 0.12 0.31 ✓ 331.47
Table 4: Results of experiments on 4-zone building and related transferring experiments. The first block shows the perfor-
mance of different controllers on 4-zone building 2, including ON-OFF controller, method[29] trained in different epochs, the
standard Deep Q-learning method(DQN ∗) and its transferred version from 4-zone building 1(DQN ∗T ), and our method trans-
ferred from 4-zone building 1 as well as its result after continuing training 1 epoch. It can be seen that our method can easily
reach the lowest violation rate and low energy cost after transferring without training. And the energy cost can reach an ex-
tremely low level after only fine-tuning 1 epoch. And a similar outcome is found on transferring from 4-zone building 1 to
4-zone building 3 experiments shown in the second block.
4.4 Transfer from n-zone to n-zone with
different air conditioning setting
The target building might have a different air condition system
compared to the source building. The air conditioner in the target
building can be more powerful and consume more energy, or it
can have a different number of control levels, etc. All these factors
may violate the behaviors that the learning system observes in
the source building, which leads to a failure of the standard DQN
controller after transferring. Our approach, however, is able to deal
with these challenges. Here we provide an experiment towards
transferring our method with original air condition setting (used
above and also all experiments in other sections, denote as AC 1,
which has two control levels) to the same building with new air
condition setting 2 (AC2, which has five control levels) or new air
condition setting 3 (AC3, which has double max airflow rate and
double air conditioner power compared to AC1). The experiment
result is shown in Table 6. Our method shows zero violation rate
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Figure 3: Transfer from 4-zone building1 to 4-zone building 2, 5-zone building1, and 7-zone building1
Method Building EP Aθ Mθ Aµ Mµ 2 Cost
ON-OFF 5-zone 1 0 0.45% 2.2% 0.24 1.00 ✓ 373.90
DQN[29] 5-zone 1 50 38.65% 65.00% 2.60 3.81 × 263.79
DQN[29] 5-zone 1 100 4.13% 11.59% 4.66 1.47 × 326.50
DQN[29] 5-zone 1 150 2.86% 10.94% 0.89 1.63 × 323.78
Ours 5-zone 1 0 0.47% 2.34% 0.33 1.42 ✓ 339.73
Ours 5-zone 1 1 2.41% 4.48% 1.02 1.64 ✓ 323.26
ON-OFF 7-zone 1 0 0.37% 2.61% 0.04 0.30 ✓ 392.56
DQN[29] 7-zone 1 50 28.14% 54.28% 2.76 3.06 × 248.38
DQN[29] 7-zone 1 100 5.19% 18.91% 1.12 1.69 × 277.87
DQN[29] 7-zone 1 150 4.48% 18.34% 1.22 1.98 × 284.51
Ours 7-zone 1 0 0.42% 2.79% 0.10 0.43 ✓ 332.07
Ours 7-zone 1 1 0.77% 1.16% 0.77 1.21 ✓ 329.81
Table 5: The experiment results of transferring from 4-zone
building 1 to 5-zone building 1 and 7-zone building 1.
Method AC EP Aθ Mθ Aµ Mµ 2 Cost
ON-OFF AC 2 0 0.15% 0.23% 0.05 0.08 ✓ 329.56
DQN[29] AC 2 50 20.28% 35.56% 1.73 2.66 × 229.41
DQN[29] AC 2 100 1.25% 2.69% 0.61 1.20 ✓ 270.93
DQN[29] AC 2 150 1.49% 2.87% 0.60 1.02 ✓ 263.92
Ours AC 2 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0 0.0 ✓ 303.37
Ours AC 2 1 2.06% 4.20% 0.97 1.30 ✓ 262.23
ON-OFF AC 3 0 0.01% 0.05% 0.22 0.88 ✓ 317.53
DQN[29] AC 3 50 2.85% 3.76% 1.37 1.90 ✓ 321.03
DQN[29] AC 3 100 0.69% 1.20% 0.53 0.99 ✓ 265.46
DQN[29] AC 3 150 0.62% 1.07% 0.47 0.65 ✓ 266.86
Ours AC 3 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0 0.0 ✓ 316.16
Ours AC 3 1 0.84% 1.42% 0.54 0.78 ✓ 269.24
Table 6: Results of transferring between different air condi-
tion settings.
transferring. And the energy cost is reduced to the same level as a
well trained DQN while keeping a low violation rate.
4.5 Further fine-tune study
After transferring, although our method has already gained a great
performance without fine-tuning, further training is still worth
considering because it may give a lower energy cost. We record
the change of cost and violation rate when fine-tuning our method
transferred from 4-zone building 1 to 4-zone building 2. And the
results are shown in Figure 4, a low energy cost is achieved after 3
weeks.
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Figure 4: Fine-tuning results of our method performs on 4-
zone building 2. While the average temperature violation
rate keeps at a low level, our method can significantly re-
duce energy cost after fine-tuning for 3 weeks.
4.6 Discussion
4.6.1 Transfer from n-zone to n-zone with different weather. As it is
presented in [18], the Q-learning controller with weather that has a
larger temperature range and variance is easy to be transferred into
the environment with the weather which has a smaller temperature
range and variance, but it can not be done in the opposite direction.
This conclusion is similar to our method. We tested the weather
fromRiverside, Buffalo, and Los Angeles, which is shown in Figure 5.
And the results show that our method can easily be transferred
from large range and high variance weather (Riverside) to small
range and low variance weather(Buffalo and Los Angeles(LA)) to
control the in-door temperature in the desired range. However,
when the network is trained in Buffalo and LA weather, the non-
zero control actions are not often collected because the indoor
temperature is often inbound even without control, which makes
the learned network lack of training data and cannot handle more
complex environments like Riverside. Fortunately, the transferring
for a new building is still not affected, because our method can use
the building models in the same region or obtain the weather data
in that region and create a simulated model for transferring.
4.6.2 Different settings for ON-OFF control. Our back-end network
(inverse building network) is learned from the dataset collected by
an ON-OFF control with low temperature violation rate. In practice,
it is flexible to determine the actual temperature boundaries for
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Figure 5: The visualization of different weathers. The yellow
line is the Buffalo weather, the green line is LA weather, the
blue line is the Riverside weather, and the red lines are the
comfortable temperature boundary.
Building Source Target EP Aθ Mθ 2 Cost
4-zone 1 LA LA 150 0.68% 1.71% ✓ 82.01
4-zone 1 Buffalo Buffalo 150 0.64% 1.14% ✓ 101.79
4-zone 1 Riverside Riverside 150 0.02% 0.04% ✓ 297.42
4-zone 1 Riverside LA 0 0.0% 0.0% ✓ 105.17
4-zone 1 Riverside Buffalo 0 0.0% 0.0% ✓ 134.28
4-zone 1 LA Riverside 0 71.77% 89.34% × 158.06
4-zone 1 Buffalo Riverside 0 54.92% 81.89% × 180.20
Table 7: Table for transferring between different weathers.
Method Upper-Bound EP Aθ Mθ Cost
ON-OFF 23 0 0.01% 0.02% 373.78
ON-OFF 24 0 61.45% 73.69% 256.46
ON-OFF 25 0 98.56% 99.99% 208.79
Ours 23 0 0.02% 0.07% 338.45
Ours 24 0 0.02% 0.07% 338.08
Ours 25 0 0.02% 0.07% 338.08
Table 8: Results of testing using different boundary for ON-
OFF control on 4-zone building 2.
ON-OFF control. For instance, the operator may set the temperature
bound of ON-OFF control to be within the human comfortable tem-
perature boundary (what we use for our method) or just the same as
the human comfortable temperature boundary, or even a little out
of boundary to save energy cost. Thus, we tested the performance
of our method by collecting data under different ON-OFF boundary
settings. Results in Table 8 shows that with different boundary set-
tings, supervised learning can stably learn from building-specific
behaviors.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel transfer learning approach that de-
composes the design of the neural network based HVAC controller
into two sub-networks: a building-agnostic front-end network that
can be directly transferred, and a building-specific back-end net-
work that can be efficiently trained with offline supervise learning.
Our approach successfully transfers the DRL-based building HVAC
controller from source buildings to target buildings that can have
a different number of thermal zones, different materials and lay-
outs, different HVAC equipment, and even under different weather
conditions in certain cases.
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